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摇 摇 Abstract:This paper presents a coherent approach to the analysis of transportation network based on the concept of
Minimum Spanning Tree algorithm and Dijkstra爷 s algorithm. Network connectivity is an important aspect of any transporta鄄

tion network, the role of connectivity is to provide a connection to possibly travel from point A to point B by using various
modes. The importance of node is, for example, greatly contribute to short connections between nodes, handle a large a鄄
mount of the traffic, generate relevant information. In order to quantify the relative importance of nodes, we use two algo鄄
rithm. The first one is Minimum Spanning Tree algorithm, we use it to find the shortest route between two point. The sec鄄
ond one is Dijkstra爷 s algorithm we use it to find the route with lowest cost between two point.
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1摇 INTRODUCTION
Typically, transportation network means we make

the spatial network as real to consider vehicular move鄄
ment爷 s structure. We first introduce network connectivi鄄
ty. The analysis of network connectivity can assist deci鄄

sion makers in identifying weak components, detecting

and preventing failures, and improving connectivity in
terms of decreased travel time, reduced costs, increased
reliability,and accessibility. Then we discuss about Mini鄄

mum Spanning Tree algorithm. A minimum spanning tree

is a subset of the edges of a connected, edge鄄weighted

undirected graph that connects all the vertices together,
without any cycles and with the minimum possible total
edge weight. We introduce the possibility multiplicity, u鄄

niqueness, cut property of minimum spanning tree and

2摇 DESCRIPTION OF CONNECTIVITY
Connectivity typically means the transportation de鄄
gree of the connection degree. Simply,
High connectivity = high accessibility and low isolation
Low connectivity = low accessibility and high isolation
It is important when we try to find the shortest route,
since connectivity is a measures do not consider of dis鄄
tance.
If two locations are connected directly, we code with
a1,else we code with a0. Then we need to reduce the
transportation network to matrix format within a1 and a0.
We assume all the distance as topology distance as 1. And
number the vertices and create a matrix(Fig. 1).

describe two major algorithm, Kruskal爷 s algorithm and
Prim爷 s algorithm to analysis the transportation network.

Third, we discuss about Dijkstra爷 s algorithm. Dijkstra爷 s
algorithm is an algorithm for finding the shortest paths be鄄
tween nodes in a graph, which may represent, for exam鄄
ple, road networks. We introduce the description, algo鄄

rithm, running time of Dijkstra爷 s algorithm. Finally, we
describe the input data of two algorithm and get the pro鄄
gram results, we analyze the results and get out conclu鄄
sion.

收稿日期:2020鄄12鄄29

Fig. 1摇 Matrix create

Then we directly coding connection as 1 and using
the matrix( the lower half of matrix) . And we simply copy
the lower half of the matrix to the rest part of matrix to
finish( Fig. 2) .
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ble node.

3摇 INTRODUCTION FOR MINIMUM
SPANNING TREE ALGORITHM

Fig. 2摇 Matrix copy

We power the matrix to determine 2 steps linkage,
we will do the process for all the cells in matrix, then we
can get the results,the matrix now can be seen as all pos鄄
sible 2 step combination. And we added the two matrix,
the result matrix can represent the whole step routes ( one
and two steps) . We will continue to power the matrix a鄄
gain and repeat the whole process( Fig. 3) .

Fig. 3摇 Process repeat

The diagonal represents all routes from a vertex back
to itself. Finally, we will power the matrix then add the
matrix again and again until we fill all the zero cells. The
time we need to make all empty cells full, that is named
Diameters.
Diameter = the fewest number of step needed to con鄄
nect the vertices which are the farthest apart topologically.
We can see the matrix now is includeall the connec鄄
tivity matrix, plus the all the total rows gives the connec鄄
tivity for every vertex( Fig. 4) .

Fig. 4摇 Matrix finished

Now we get the results for connectivity matrix results as:
(1)7with 40 connections means the least accessible
node.
(2)1 with 224 connections means the most accessi鄄

摇 摇 Minimum Spanning Tree has direct application in the
design of networks. It is used in algorithms approximating
the travelling salesman problem, multi鄄terminal minimum
cut problem and minimum鄄cost weighted perfect matc鄄
hing. Other practical applications are: Cluster Analysis,
Handwriting recognition,Image segmentation.
We know that a given graph will have some different
spanning trees, each edge will have a weight, that is the
number meaning the unfavorable. We familiar with get鄄
ting the weight to a spanning trees by calculate the all the
weights爷 sum. Minimum Spanning Tree means the weight
of all the spanning trees is larger than a spanning tree爷 s
weight.
In a given undirected graph G = ( V,H) , the ( u,v)
represents the edge between vertex u and vertex v, ( u,v)
沂E,棕( u,v) means the weight of the edge. If we can find
T( T 哿 E ) , then we can find the minimum value of
棕( T) , when:
棕( T)= 移 棕( u,v)
( u,v) 沂T

This is a Minimum Spanning Tree. We can see that
every edge is labeled and the weight is roughly propor鄄
tional to length( Fig. 5) .

Fig. 5摇 Minimum Spanning Tree

Now we introduce some properties of Minimum Span鄄
ning Tree.
(1) Possible multiplicity
We will find some different Minimum Spanning Tree
with the same weight having the same minimum number
of edges. If we have the vertices in the graph, every
spanning tree爷 s with just one minus edges.
(2) Uniqueness
If we do not have the unique edge weights, then the
set of the weight of minimum spanning is unique. It is all
the same for all Minimum Spanning Trees.
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We know that sometimes will get more than one Min鄄
imum Spanning Tree. From Fig. 6 the two trees below the
graph show two different given graph爷 s Minimum Span鄄
ning Tree爷 s possibility.

Fig. 6摇 Two different given Graph爷 s Minimum Spanning Tree爷 s possibility

(3) Cut property
In the graph, every cut of C, assume the weight of
all of the edges of C is larger than the weight of an edges
of C, we can conclude that this edge belongs to all mini鄄
mum panning trees of the graph.
We can see that the Minimum Spanning Tree爷 s cut
property. T is the only Minimum Spanning Tree of the
graph. Assume S = { A,B,C,D} ,then V鄄S = { C,F} , then
we can get three possibilities of the edge of the cut( S,V鄄
S) ,it is edges BC,EC,EF of the original graph( Fig. 7) .

Fig. 7摇 Three possibilities of the edge

There are two famous algorithms for finding the Mini鄄
mum Spanning Tree.
(1) Kruskal爷 s Algorithm
KIruskal爷 s Algorithm builds the spanning tree by
adding edges one by one into a growing spanning tree.
Kruskal爷 s algorithm follows greedy approach as in each
iteration it finds an edge which has least weight and add it
to the growing spanning tree.
Algorithm Steps:
( i ) Sort the graph edges with respect to their
weights.
( ii) Start adding edges to the MST from the edge

with the smallest weight until the edge of the largest
weight.
( iii) Only add edges which doesn爷 t form acycle ,
edges which connect only disconnected components.
The vertices are connected or not can be checked by
using DFS which starts from the first vertex is visited or
not. But DFS will make time complexity large as it has an
order of 庄( V+E) where O is the number of vertices,E is
the number of edges. So the best solution if “ Disjoint
Sets冶 :
Disjoint sets are sets whose intersection is the empty
set so it means that they don爷 t have any element in com鄄
mon.
Consider following example:
In Kruskal爷 s algorithm, at each iteration we will se鄄
lect the edge with the lowest weight. So, we will start
with the lowest weighted edge first i. e. , the edges with
weight 1. After that we will select the second lowest
weighted edge i. e. , edge with weight 2. Notice these two
edges are totally disjoint. Now, the next edge will be the
third lowest weighted edge i. e. , edge with weight 3,
which connects the two disjoint pieces of the graph. Now,
we are not allowed to pick the edge with weight 4, that
will create a cycle and we can爷 t have any cycles. So we
will select the fifth lowest weighted edge i. e. , edge with
weight 5. Now the other two edges will create cycles so
we will ignore them. In the end, we end up with a Mini鄄
mum Spanning Tree with total cost 11 ( = 1 + 2 + 3 +
5) ( Fig. 8,9) .

Fig. 8摇 Start with the lowest weighted edge

Fig. 9摇 Minimum Spanning Tree with total cost

Time Complexity:
In Kruskal爷 s algorithm, most time consuming opera鄄
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tion is sorting because the total complexity of the
Disjoint鄄Set operations will be 庄( ElgV) ,which is the o鄄
verall Time Complexity of the algorithm.
(2) Prim爷 s Algorithm
Prim爷 s Algorithm alsouse Greedy approach to find
the Minimum Spanning Tree. In Prim 爷 s Algorithm we
grow the spanning tree from a starting position. Unlike an
edge in Kruskal爷 s,we add vertex to the growing spanning
tree in Prim爷 s.
Algorithm Steps:
( i) Maintain two disjoint sets of vertices. One contai鄄
ning vertices that are in the growing spanning tree and
other that are not in the growing spanning tree.
( ii) Select the cheapest vertex that is connected to
the growing spanning tree and is not in the growing span鄄
ning tree and add it into the growing spanning tree. This
can be done using Priority Queues. Insert thevertices,
that are connected to growing spanning tree, into the Pri鄄
ority Queue.
( iii) Check for cycles. To do that, mark the nodes
which have been already selected and insert only those
nodes in the Priority Queue that are not marked.
Consider the example below:
In Prim爷 s Algorithm, we will start with an arbitrary
node ( it doesn爷 t matter which one) and mark it. In each
iteration we will mark a new vertex that is adjacent to the
one that we have already marked. As a greedy algorithm,
Prim爷 s algorithm will select the cheapest edge and mark
the vertex. So we will simply choose the edge with weight
1. In the next iteration we have three options, edges with
weight 2, 3 and 4. So, we will select the edge with
weight 2 and mark the vertex. Now again we have three
options, edges with weight 3, 4 and 5. But we can爷 t
choose edge with weight 3 as it is creating a cycle. So we
will select the edge with weight 4 and we end up with the
Minimum Spanning Tree of total cost 7 ( = 1 + 2 +4)
( Fig. 10) .
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The time complexity of the Prim 爷 s Algorithmis
庄( ( V+E) lgV) , because each vertex is inserted in the
priority queue only once and insertion in priority queue
take logarithmic time.

4摇 INTRODUCTION FOR DIJKSTRA爷S
ALGORITHM
摇 摇 Dijkstra爷 s algorithm is an algorithm for finding the
shortest paths between nodes in a graph, which may re鄄
present, for example, road networks. The key purpose we
use Dijkstra爷 s algorithm is to find the shortest paths be鄄
tween nodes in graph. Especially, Dijkstra爷 s original va鄄
riant can be used to find the shortest path between two
nodes. Besides, there still has a single node with com鄄
mon variant call the source node, finding the shortest
paths from source to all other nodes can make the
shortest鄄path tree.

4. 1摇 Description

Dijkstra爷 s algorithm uses a data structure for storing
and querying partial solutions sorted by distance from the
start. While the original algorithm uses a min鄄priority
queue and runs in time 专 ( 讦 V 讦 + 讦 E 讦 lg 讦 V 讦) ,
( where | V | is the number of nodes and | E | is the num鄄
ber of edges) , it can also be implemented in 专( | V | 2 )
using an array. This is asymptotically the fastest known
single鄄source shortest鄄path algorithm for arbitrary directed
graphs with unbounded non鄄negative weights.
Djikstra爷 s algorithm can find the shortest path be鄄
tween a and b. We choose the vertex with lowest dis鄄
tance,compute the distance from it to other neighbor. If it
is similar,we update its distance( Fig. 11) .

Fig. 11摇 The shortest path between a and b

Fig. 10摇 Select the edge with weight 4,get total cost

Time Complexity:

4. 2摇 Algorithm

In robot motion planning problem, we describe
Dijstra爷 s algorithm search for finding path from the start
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node to goal node. From the figure 12, the open node
means that the tentative set and the filled node means the
visit one. And the color represent the distance between
node for filled node. More green means more distances.
Different direction nodes are uniformly, as a circular
wavefront in Dijstra爷 s algorithm by using heuristic identi鄄
cally equal to 0.

cency lists and using a self鄄balancing binary search tree,
binary heap, pairing heap,or Fibonacci heap as a priority
queue to implement extracting minimum efficiently. To

perform decrease鄄key steps in a binary heap efficiently,it

is necessary to use an auxiliary data structure that maps
each vertex to its position in the heap, and to keep this
structure up to date as the priority queue Q changes. With
a self鄄balancing binary search tree or binary heap,the al鄄
gorithm requires:专( | E | + | V | lg | V | )

When using binary heaps, the average case time com鄄

plexity is lower than the worst鄄case. Assuming edge costs
are drawn independently from a common probability distri鄄

bution, the expected umber of decrease鄄key operation is
bounded by 专( | V | lg ( | E | / | V | )), giving a total run鄄
ning time of:庄( | E | + | V | lg ( | E | / | V | ) lg | V | ).
Fig. 12摇 The shortest path

4. 3摇 Running time

Bounds of the running time Dijkstra爷 s algorithm on a

graph with edges E and vertice V can be expressed as a
function of the number of edges, denoted | E | , and the

5摇 RESULT BASED ON MINIMUM
SPANNING TREE ALGORITHM
摇 摇 We use Minimum Spanning Tree algorithm to solve
the problem. We will code up Prim爷 s Minimum Spanning
Tree algorithm.

number of vertices denoted | V | ,using big鄄庄 notation. The

5. 1摇 Introduction input data

represent the set Q. In the following,upper bounds can be

with integer edge( Fig. 13) . For example, the first line of

that simplification disregards the fact that in some prob鄄

point 1 and point 2 is cost 6807. And there is 500 points

complexity depends mainly on the data structure used to
simplified because | E | is 专( | V | 2 ) for any graph, but
lems other upper bounds on | E | may hold.

For any data structure for the vertexset Q, the run鄄

We use the text file describe an undirected graph

the file is (1, 2, 6807) , indicates that the route between
in total.

ning time is in:专( | E | ·T dk + | V | ·T em ) , where T dk and

T dm are the complexities of the decrease鄄key and extract鄄
minimum operation in Q,respectively. The simplest ver鄄

sion of Dijkstra爷 s algorithm stores the vertex set Q as an
ordinary linked or array, and extract鄄minimum is simply a
linear search through all vertices in Q as an ordinary
linked list or array, and extract鄄minimum is simply a lin鄄
ear search through all vertices in Q.

In this case, the running time is:专( | E | + | V | 2 ) =

Fig. 13摇 Undirected graph

We do not assume that edge costs are positive, nor

专( | V | 2 )

should we assume that they are distinct. we task is to run

ning time for a dense graph is:专( | V | 2 lg | V | )

We will report the overall cost of a Minimum Spanning

If the graph is stored as an adjacency list, the run鄄
For sparse graphs,that is,graphs with far fewer than

| V | 2 edges, Dijkstra 爷 s algorithm can be implemented

more efficiently by storing the graph in the form of adja鄄

Prim爷 s Minimum Spanning Tree algorithm on this graph.

Tree—an integer, which may or may not be negative—in
the box window.

The graph is small enough that the straight forward
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庄 time implementation of Prim爷 s algorithm should work
fine. For those of our seeking an additional challenge, we
try to implement a heap鄄based version. The simpler ap鄄

proach, which should already give us a healthy speed up,
to maintain relevant edges in a heap. The superior ap鄄
proach stores the unprocessed vertices in the heap.

The purpose of this program is to choose some parts

of the routes to lower the cost.

5. 2摇 Program results

Fig. 15摇 The length of the corresponding edges

The result shows the whole routs we need to choose

( Fig. 14) .

We plan to compute the shortest鄄path distance be鄄

tween 1 and all the other vertex and treated it as the
source vertex. If we can get no path between a vertex 1

and vertex v, we will set the distance between the shor鄄
test鄄path to be very large.

6. 2摇 Program results

The result shows the shortest path for every 200

points to point 1. For example,( (22,132,25,143,188,

Fig. 14摇 The whole routs we need to choose

145,1) 4828) means that if point 1 need to be connected

that the route between point 379 and point 378 is neces鄄

132,22) one by one based on our algorithm to make sure

total minimum cost is -3612829.

16) .

Forexample, edge ( 379, 378 ) cost: - 2951 means

sary and the cost for this route is -2951. We also get the

to point 22,it should be from poin (145,188,143,25,
the shortest path and the required distance is 4828( Fig.

6摇 RESULT BASED ON DIJKSTRA爷 S
ALGORITHM
摇 摇 We use Dijkstra爷 s shortest鄄path algorithm to find the
shortest path.

6. 1摇 Introduction input data
We use the undirected weighted graph file with 200

vertices labeled 1 to 200 with an adjacency list represen鄄

tation. Each node in the row are adjacent to that particular
vertex along with the length of that edge. For example,we

look at the 6th row. It shows that it has “6冶 as the first

Fig. 16摇 The shortest path and the required distance

7摇 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

entry means that this row corresponds to the vertex la鄄

In order to analysis the transportation network, we
use two algorithms to help us fulfill two major purpose.

means that there is an edge between vertex 6 and vertex

mum Spanning Tree algorithm. To find the shortest path

beled 6. The other part of this row shows ( 141,8200 )

141 and with length 8200. The rest parts of the row shows
that the vertex which adjacent to vertex 6,and indicates
the length of the corresponding edges( Fig. 15) .

To decrease the cost as most as possible, we use Mini鄄

from point to point, we use Dijkstra爷 s algorithm. Connect
to transportation network analysis, we believe that these
tows algorithms helps. Simply, we use Minimum Span鄄

ning Tree algorithm when we need to consider the cost to
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connect two cities. And we use Dijkstra爷 s algorithm when
we care about the length of path mostly.
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传输网络分析
向文力

( 湖北机场集团有限公司,湖北 武汉 430320)
摇 摇 摘要:分别介绍了基于最小生成树算法和 Dijkstra 算法的传输网络分析方法。 通过引入传输网络的概念,分析
了网络连通性。 网络连通性是传输网络中的重要一环,其作用在于提供 A 点到 B 点间的多种模式连接。 通过对网
络连通性的分析,可极大地缩短节点间的连接路径,加大流量处理并生成相关信息。 通过使用最小生成树算法和
Dijkstra 算法,将传输网络中的节点信息进行了量化处理。 其中,通过最小生成树算法,分析、筛选出了连接首末两
点间的最短路径;通过 Dijkstra 算法,分析、筛选出了连接首末两点间成本最低的路径。
关摇 键摇 词:传输网络;节点;连接性;最小生成树算法;Dijkstra 算法

